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ArcBlue People and Capability
As a specialist procurement consultancy, ArcBlue recognise the importance of training
staff to meet the wide range of demands placed on todays’ practitioner. Our knowledge
of end-to-end procurement practices makes all the difference when it comes to
transferring and embedding sound, practical knowledge within your staff. ArcBlue offer
capability assessments, development plans and training that is tailored to meet your
specific organisational learning requirements:
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Effective

Pragmatic
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pQ Capability Assessment

• pQ is the global standard
for assessing procurement
knowledge
• Used for over a decade
around the world, the pQ
assesses 12 core procurement
competencies and offers
the most comprehensive
benchmark against 15,000
professionals
• It allows you to uncover
capability gaps and target
development
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Business and
Learning Needs
Identification
Interactive

Development
Plan

eLearning

• eLearning modules enable
staff to undertake training
at their convenience
• A standard suite of
eLearning modules
covering procurement
competencies is available,
or tailored options can be
created to meet your exact
organisational needs
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Classroom Training

• Our face-to-face,
interactive classes cover
Essentials, Techniques,
and Advanced training
options
• Our vast array of topics
covers the entire
lifecycle of procurement
from Procurement
Essentials through to
Supplier Relationship
Management.

Our trainers are procurement experts first. When combined with training and expertise, this
ensures our services deliver:
A unique interactive training approach to embed knowledge
Flexibility and scalability in the approach, methods and deliverables of training programs
Training programs which can be tailored to suit the outcomes of your organisation and
the needs of your work environment
A consistent approach to ensure staff have a high level of standardised capability
Enhanced reporting to track progress and capability improvements within your team.

TALK TO US TODAY
Accelerate your learning path. Engaging ArcBlue to enhance the knowledge and
skill-set of your staff means a focused approach to learning and a great return on
investment. Talk to us today
info@arcblue.com.au
+61 (03) 8400 4220
arcblue.com.au
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